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Executive Summary
During September of 2010 and February of 2011, earth
Quakes shook Christchurch, New Zealand , Almost8,OOO homes along
Christchurch's riverfront have been deemed uninhabitable due to the
marred earth beneath them, Purchased by the state, these ruined
houses are currently undergoing demolition, leaving large swaths of
vacant land within the city 's neighborhoods, This project addresses
design methodologies in post-disaster contexts and riverfront de
velopments in order to guide the reprogramming and design of these
emptied sites ,
This project begins with afoundational knowledge back
ground on post-catastrophe management and design From there ,
site specific research and analysis is applied to red-zoned areas
of Christchurch's eastern suburbs , The analysis focuses on three
main issues: program, circulation , and ecology Concepts and case
studies are derived from these issues, ultimately giving way to the
master plan Zooming in, the playground area of the site is designed
in greater detail, showing how culture and ecology lit together at a
human scale ,
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Introduction
"The greatest glories lie not in never falling . but in rising every time we fall" - Nelson Mandela
Disaster and catastrophe within our urban cities is unavoidable and
uncontrollable. From 2000 to 2009. the various continents of the
world suffered over 7.100 disasters (McClean 166) Designers are
repeatedly challenged with how to guide acity's reconstruction and
recovery following destruction. yet few design standards exist. The
varying scopes of scale. culture. economy. and architectural history
make every rebuild unique. This research begins to examine the
world'S history of urban destruction, looking for commonalities across
time to guide future reconstructions following urban catastrophe
2011 OisasleIS

This research is to be applied to Christchurch, New Zealand, where
the 2010 and 2011 earthquakes crumbled the city's architecture and
deCimated the country's economy. On top of the 185 killed from the
earthquake and destruction of over 100.000 buildings in the city's
central business district. 8.000 residences have been destroyed or
are currently undergoing destruction after being red zoned. Large
sections of neighborhoods have now become abandoned fields. and
the opportunity exists to return this land to the public domain.
This project examines the red zoned areas of Christchurch. exploring
the potential of transforming the riverfront land into aseries of
public parks With the red zone running from the central city to the
bay. the research will assist in weaving together the area's urban and
ecological fabric. Furthermore, the project will connect the various
neighborhoods of Christchurch through which this datum runs. Finally.
the research will begin to suggest design methodologies in urban
recons truct ion.

Resldenlial Damage Following EalinQuake
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Knowledge Background
There isadichotomy that arises out of destruction. For many. recovery is "a goal that involves the restoration of normal community
activities that were disrupted by disaster impacts - in most people 'sminds . exactly as they were before the disaster struck" (LindeIISI2 ) However.
while many search the past for answers, others are in pursuit of opportunities for the future. [his review looks to analyze the ways in which land 
scape architects , architects , and designers can assist in acity's return to normalcy while simultaneously creating avision for the city's future . The
following literature review will examine relevant findings in post-disaster design and riverfront development to guide the urban design of Christ
church .
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as the religious capital of the Middle East has also spurred the city's
continuous reconstruction . The literature states that Jerusalems
persevering life has been sustained "through the reuse and resymbol
ization of buildings and by their repeated location onthe same sites.
and ... such allegiance to place creates recognition of diversity and. at
the same time, universality" (qtd. in Vale 204). In Jerusalem . despite
any travesty that has befallen the city , its continued reconstruction
upon the footprints of that which was destroyed has resulted in acity
full of dynamic architecture that celebrates history while preserving
the familiarity of place

n

Civilization 's extended history with urban demise is sp read
across awide variety of cultures and geographies But despite along
history containing ahigh quantity of dynamic examples of reconstruc
tion . there is an apparent small number of consistent design theo ries
to guide designers and policy makers following atragedy The subject
matters inherent connectivity with an area's political. social. and
economic systems often causes design polic ies and methodologies
to be individually created by each city or country following anatural
disaster. However. as patterns of post-disaster design are examined
on aglobal scale, common trends among reconstruction tactics can
be seen. The reconstruction of symbols . sharing of stories . and appli
calion of building technologies are monumental factors in the success
or failure of acity 'srebuild following tragedy This section examines
the broad history of urban reconstruction , reviewing awide range of
case studies that illustrate the consistent design methodologies in
post-disaster design.

p
Since the beginning of civilization. the presence of symbols
in urban culture has established the foundations of city resilience .
The symbolism that lies within anations capital and the significance
behind acity 's architecture has the power pull people to place ,
and MIT professor of architecture Julian Beinart shows that no city
illustrates th isbetter than Jerusalem . Repeatedly banged , brUised ,
and beaten. Jerusalem "is the greatest site of physical destruc
tion and renewal known to history For some 4.000 years it suffered
wars , earthquakes , and fires, not to mention twenty sieges , two
periods of total desolation, eighteen reconstructions. and at least
eleven transitions from one religious faith to another" (qtd in Vale
lSI). While the fighting and transitions between religious faiths has
admittedly caused much of Jerusalem's destruction , its eXistence

Although the architecture of Jerusalem has been consis
tently destroyed and reconstructed , not every destroyed symbol is
reborn . Rather, methods for choosing what is rebuilt and what is not
lie in the connection between place (a venerated site) and spirit
(promised salvation)" (qtd in Vale 194) Aclear example can be seen
inthe destruction of Jewish versus Christian symbols When the
first Jewish temples of Jerusalem were destroyed . "the loss of the
remote and awesome temple was compensated by the creation of a
more intimate and available form of congregation" (qtd In Vale IS9)
While for the Jews the architecture was simply avessellVithin IVhich
to worship, for Christians 'the church stood on sites that were neve r
lost . and could never be 10sLBuilding and belief were integral to one
another (qtd in Vale 195) The church is a"monument to the practice
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of reconstruction" (Qtd. in Vale 193) because of the architecture's
connection to the human spirit.
The reconstruction of architecture as ameans of rebuild 
ing the human spirit has acted as asuccessful design methodol
ogy for cities throughout time. especially following human-caused
destruction. Following the world wars that consumed the first half of
the twentieth century, much of Europe was reduced to rubble-the
worst destruction in the continent's history The damage in Warsaw,
however, was atrocious. Urban planner and filmmaker. Jasper Gold
man. shares the history of the city 's endurance, stating, "the city
endured three waves of destruction: during the German invasion of
1939, the Jewish ghetto uprising of 1943. and the Warsaw uprising of
1944 and their aftermaths . . by the time the Soviet army occupied the
city in January 1945. over 80 percent of the buildings in the city lay in
ruins.Jet almost from the moment the city was liberated, it began to
recover" (Qtd in Vale 135). The city immediately got to work rebUild
ing key streets and buildings, and the climax of its reconstruction
occurred with "the rebuilding of the Old Town . the historic core of the
city that symbolized 700 years of Warsaw 's history. Its completion-in
1961-above all suggested arebirth of Poland's cultural and historical
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Following anatural disaster. the sudden tearing of asymbol
is astruggle to come to terms With . An associate professor of Ameri
can studies at Smith College , Kevin Rozario states that "one of the
most urgent tasks of reconstruction has been to try to make sense
of the disaster, to discover (or establish) meanings that help people
to recover asense of mastery over their natural and social surround
ings" (Qtd. in Vale 31) People need to lind away to move forward, and
the reconstruction of symbols through the act of storytelling-the
sharing of narrative and expression of voice-is an essential instru
ment of progress following natural disasters that helps people begin
to understand their rapidly changed environment.
In American culture specifically, narrative has been a
pivotal factor in reconstruction. Rozario points to Chicago fire of
1871 and San Francisco earthquake of 1906, stating that despite the
fact that "it may well be instinctive for people to turn calamities into
stories-they have been doing so at least Since the flood of the Gil
gamesh epic .nineteenth-century men and women turned to narrative
on such occasions with new urgency. as if convinced that only in such
historical tales would they find answers to the deepest mysteries
of nature. society, and suffering" (Qtd in Vale 35). Writings allowed
people to escape Visions of calamity in front of them and create or
read about the future vision of the city on paper. In Chicago, "fire
writings helped middle-class men and women to connect emotion
ally with an official culture of optimism " (Qtd. in Vale 39-40) and in
San Francisco , "disaster narratives made the recovery of the Bay City
seem ineVitable" (Qtd. in Vale 45).
In Christchurch, the community's narrative has physically
filled earthquake-destroyed
areas with imaginative public
spaces. The principal urban
designer at Christchurch City
Council. Hugh Nicholson,
shares that new, commu
nity-driven architectural
installations "have become symbols of people 's hopes and aspira
tions for the rebUild" (Nicholson BO). Senior lecturer Neil Challenger
from the local university, Lincoln University, agrees , adding that the
upcropping of these installations are not only acting as temporary
fill-ins until the city gets rebuilt. but are actually beginning to define
and evolve Christchurch's design strategies. They have become an
"exciting, invigorating. and palpable addition to the Christchurch
landscape, potentially creating anew genre for the city" (Challenger)
However, while community groups have provided Vibrant new pocket

lalige Image Studio

identity" (Qtd. in Vale 136). The unrelenting reconstruction of War"
saw's greatest cultural symbol breathed new life into ademolished
city.
Symbols, however, do not need to be old. Alter the British
sacked and burned much of Washington, D.C. during their invasion
of 1814 , the decision to reconstruct the White House was critical to
keeping the young country's capital in place Author Anthony Pitch
states that the White House's reconstruction "yielded one of the most
awesome symbols of political power and national identity ever bUilt ,
architecture familiar to millions around the world . For Washington,
the completion of the Capitol marked the conclusion of atriumphant
comeback. The city had risen from the melancholy ashes of 1814 to
assume aplace in the pantheon of national capitals" (Qtd in Vale 113).
The salvation of young symbol founded anational culture of tenacity.
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parks throughout the city using liberal and artistic design strategies
that have influenced some of the cities greater design strategies
most of the city still remains the same as it ever was . During arecent
televised panel discussion , Sir Mark Soloman , head of the local
Maori tribe Ngai Tahu, remarked "that the rebuild had not put enough
emphasis on sustainability 'It was certainly one of my visions that
we would adopt full green technology across the city But if you go
through the subdivisions - including our own - iI's the same, same
old'" (Anderson) While many community members and organizations
are trying to push the design envelope in Christchurch, they have
struggled to find widespread change due to alack of innovation and
implementation of building technologies

buildings typically had been burned to ashes, effectively clearing the
sites and enabling new wooden structure to be built almost overnight . ,
land divisions and the reliance on trad itional building materials and
techniques favored areturn to previous urban forms" (qtd. in Vale
215 ) The use of functional and familiar building materials has created
acountry that is resilient to the many disasters that frequent it.
Inversely, in Marathwada, India, the government assumed
that traditional construction materials-namely wood and stone-were
to blame for the massive damage following an earthquake in the area.
However, researched pe rformed at Ritsumeikan University in Japan
states that the use of wood and stone was a "traditional construction
process carried out by craftsmen who have been building in wood
and stone for generations. However after the earthquake traditional
construction systems were condemned as unsafe and reconstruc
tion policies further encouraged new materials and construction
techniques As aresult tradit ional craftsmen ,.. lost their livelihood"
(Jigyasu 21). Anew methodology was introduced into asystem that
was unfamiliar with the con struction system , resulting in both poorly
built structures and amarginalization of local building traditions and
skills. Similarly, construct ion methodologies were changed following
earthquakes in Chile , and structures that had traditionally been bu ilt
out of function and to last were replaced by technologies that were
designed to simply recreate alikeness to previous structures. These
new technologies were not only poor mimics to the real thing, but
lacked in the sustainability of the area's traditional adobe system Ac
cording to acase study from University College London . the people of
Chile discovered that "a problem of authenticity is underlying the de 
sign process for new dwelling do we want to conserve the bUilt form
of heritage areas or the building tradition behind them?" (Loustalout
32) The new designs became amuseum of representations of what
the area used to look like instead of progressively moving forward

The struggle to assess and implement proper building tech
nologies following anatural disaste r plagues cities across the world .
It is during reconstruction that urban designers are presented with
the opportunity to study land -use and building construction prac 
tices, infrastructure resilience , and environmental recovery (Lindell
815) Decisions in material and methodology made from this study can
define acity long after reconstruction has ended , both pOsi tively and
negatively
Bryn Mawr Colleges professor of architecture , Carola Hein ,
shares the story of Japan , in which "natural disasters have destroyed
in whole or in part , Japan 's cities on numerous occasions . Human
action , whether internal warfare or the air raids of the Second World
War, has been the cau se of further devastation " (qtd in Vale 213) In
response to th is, pre-modern Japan sought to quickly reestablish the
city 's familiarity through the conscious use of construction technol
ogy By using wood construction , Japanese cities found that they were
beller prepared for typhoons and earthquakes , and even when fires
riddled acity "rapid reconstruction wa spossible because the former
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Throughout time , humans have been founding cities in
geographies chosen solely because of the proximity to water. Oceans ,
lakes . rivers-these are the lifeblood of urban development. Unfor
tunately , with them comes aslew of natural disasters who 's effects
have been instigated by the installation of city infrastructure. Indeed,
Argentinian architect Jimena Martignoni writes . "the more physically
related to water acity is - how the city originated in terms of land
transformation, modifying river banks or ocean coasts with land fill
ing , construction of channels , dredging , steam covering . and so on
the more exposed it becomes and the more vulnerable its infrastruc
ture and people are " (Martignoni 59). Ecology must be stitched into
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be-in. happening theatre of confrontation and countless other experi
ments in social restructuring. many are seeking to find ways to bUild
true urbanity into the decaying framework of our cities" (French 86) .
By using social interaction in park design to build urbanity into city
infrastructure. designers are not only increasing acity's livability. but
also its resilience .
In New York. Bjarke Ingels (BIG) looked to create aresilient
park fueled by soc ial engagement through the design of apedes
trian loop around the city that integrated coastal protection against
hurricanes. Bjarke Ingels states that their goal in the project was
to design "in away that wouldn't be like awall between the city and
the water. but rather astring of pearls of social and enVironmental
amenities tailored to [lower Manhattan's] specific neighborhoods.
that also happens to shield their various communities from flooding
SOCial infrastructure understood as abig overall strategy rooted in
the local communities" (OuirkJ. Rather than forcing nature into the
urban setting. BIG carefully considered the site's existing ecology and
topography and placed within this framework asocial infrastructure
that provided flood protection while at the same time creating com 
munity spaces for social interaction.
However. when human needs are denied in the design of
parks. cities are simply with another abandoned and underutilized
space in the urban fabric . An article in Praxis . the journal of writing
and building . looks again at New York City. this time during the 1960's
when mounting pressure for the clean-up of the terribly polluted
Hudson River put policy makers into action. gaining funding for ariver
clean-up plant. While the plant dramatically improved the quality of
the river. its terrible smells drastically decreased the quality of living
in the dominantly Black and Hispanic neighborhood it was placed
in. The articles author postulates that care for the environment is
inextricably linked to care for people . stating "people are an integral
part of what should be understood as the environment" (Mogilevich
25). SOCial and environment are not two separate issues.

the urban fabric . blending sustainable design with social opportunity.
This section will examine waterfronts . focusing on methodologies in
urban riverfront reclamation. as well as environmentally-aware design
principles and technologies .
bd1 I

,
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Historically. riverfront cities were developed as ameans
of economic development. According to the American Planning As
sociation 's book on riverfront design. Ecological Riverfront Design:
Restoring Rivers . Connecting Communities. the growth of riverfront
cities "was centered around transportation. general commerce . ship
building. and commercial building" (Otto 2). This remained true until
the 1950·s. when "technological changes caused profound shifts in
waterfront land use" (Otto 2). The development of suburbs and the
highway transportation system caused cities and businesses to turn
their back on the river. and rivers across the country remained aban
doned for over twenty years. It wasn't until the 1970's that "a growing
interest in historic preservation and . . efforts to counteract suburban
flight by reviving the urban core" (Otto 4) caused cities to begin rede
velop their waterfronts. Since then . the American Planning Association
argues that two factors have driven the reclamation of city riverfronts:
adesire for more park space and greenways and aneed for water qual
ity improvement and brownfield revitalization .
Park and greenways are an important piece of healthy
urban living. In their book Urban Parks and Open Space. the Urban
land Institute and The Trust for Public land state that "judicious
spending on park development stimulates widespread and sustained
private investment . alters settlement patterns. encourages social
interaction. and reshapes the very character of daily life" (Garvin
2). Social interaction in urban spaces has been advocated for since
the 80·s. when William Whyte released his book and film The Social
life of Small Urban Spaces. Whyte believed that open space a "part
of the commons. property that belonged to no one and to everyone
at the same time. He also saw that over the long term. the preserva
tion of natural areas reinforced an attachment to place that could
only strengthen community life " (Christensen) Whyte understood the
potential of city resilience to be found through social engagement
in urban landscapes during atime and culture of social seclusion
brought by sprawling urban form . Today. increased public awareness
in today's culture has placed increased attention on reversing the
decentralization of previous generations. literature published from
California State Polytechnic University Pomona states that there is
a "growing social revolution among young people in this country and
Europe todapnd through the phenomena of the teach-in . love-in.
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At the time. the Hudson River's clean-up plant was the best
way the city knew how to clean up the river. so it was built regardless
of the social cost. Today, increased public awareness and methods in
bioremediation allow for more social- and ecologically-friendly river
clean-up. We understand now that preemptive protection of the wa 
terfront is "the best way to ensure the health of an urban waterway".
Allowing development to disturb these features and then attempting
to reconstruct them-even using best management practices-is no
substitute for protecting the intact elements of ahealthy ecosystem"
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(Otto 47). Architect Rem Koolhaus agrees adding that. "we need to
view the fragility of the planet and its resources as an opportunity
for speculative design innovations rather than as aform of technical
legitimation for promoting conventional solutions· (qtd in Mostafavi
The best ecological design principles use design to protect exist 
ing ecologies
This is being done across the country. as cities take what
little waterfront they have aleft and preserve what they can of it.
bu il ding upon these foundations to reclaim the water. Landscape
Architecture Magazine illustrate this point in article discuss ing Lee
Weintraub's Rive rfront Park in Newark . New Jersey. a three and ahalf
acre project in which We intraub shows the city the potential of the
polluted . industry-inflicted river. Ariverfront boardwalk with boat
launch and art installations. Weintraub has transformed the space
from brownfield to green space . The Agent Orange polluted river
has been under serious clean-up over the past 30 yea rs. becom ing
aSuperfund site in 1984. The article states . "It is asophisticated .
tightly organized design .lt is agreen space that has been carved out
of abrownfield abutt ing aSupe rfund Site. And it is one of ase ries
of apublic-access areas that this be leaguered city and citizens are
stitching together as the try to reclaim Newark 's more than three -mile
waterfront after decades of degradation and neglect" (Margolies 104 
105)This park becomes an example for the rest of the Passaic River
as to what its abused riverfront could be . as well as providing much
needed park space to acity that is only 5% parks The park was born
out of community "walkshops ·. with a simple goal of getting 2% of the
city 's popula tion to give input on the projec t. The long- termgoal is to
connect this park to great City-w ide riverwalk.
Asimilar article in another issue of Landscape Architec
ture Magazine discusses the use of this methodology along the Los
Angeles River. Currently aconcrete ditch running through the city. the
river is better known for cinematic depictions of car and motorcycle
chases than be ing an ecological feature of the city (Zell) Born of
another gene ration . the city is trying to recover what it can of this
magnificent water runway. returning it to nature wh ile at thesame
lime creating pa rk space in acity th at is very much lacking publ ic
green Because so much of the river has been landlocked by urban
development. the design proposal for restoration is episod ic-ecolog i
cal in one space than urban in the next (Zell)

sha ri ng of nar ratives. and functiona l application of building technolo
gies can result in res ilient cities . Similar ly. the application of the se
princ iples can better prepare us and mitigate the effects of natural
disaster. Ahigh number of natural disasters are instigated by acity's
proximity to water. so understanding the resilient values of stitch 
ing SOCial infrastructure into existing ecological conditions is an
important part of both park design and water quality improvements.

In

In conclusion . relevan t fi ndings in post-d isaster des ign
and riverfront development can begin to guide the urban design of
resilien t cities . In reacting to disaste r. the reconstruction of symbols .
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The Problem and Its Setting
Residential Red Zone

This project will focus 011 the residential area along the Avon
River in Christchurch . New Zealand . that was red-zoned after the 2010
and 2011 Canterbury earthquakes . analyzing post-destruction design
strategies . practices. and techniques to create an ecological riverfront
corridor that restores the ecology and shares the history of the Maori
landscape
This project will begin to articulate design strategies in
post-destruction contexts . as well as provide awealth of benefits to the
people of Christchurch. Socially , the design will not only create outdoor
social areas that bring people together, but it will do this through abind
ing greenway connection that connects the city to the sea and north and
south neighborhoods Ecologically, this design will begin to implement
strategies that heal an Avon river that was already degraded whose
condition was only by the sedimentation and liquefaction that occurred
after the earthquakes

Earthquake Epicenter
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Story of Community

Eastern Vilion's Online SpaHal Planning AppRc alian lor Community Engagement
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OTHER PROPOSALS
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PROPOSAL MAP
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Following the earthquakes, apetition was distributed that garnered
over IS .OOO signatures . all in support of transforming the red-zone
into anew riverfront park Afantast ic opportunity. the question
became how to program the space. and everyone had their own idea
on what would be best. Dozens of proposals have been compiled .
but there is still no clear direct ion . The diagrams above and to the
right were compiled by Eastern Vision . an organization dedicated to
stewarding the creation of great new places in the eastern suburbs
affected by the earthquake .

The map above shows acompilation of the many ideas that have
arisen for the eastern red-zone . There are many viSions for what this
can become. The diagram to the right is an analysis diagram . showing
the level of ocmmunity support each idea has.
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Proposal Feedback Summary
Eastern Cycle and Walkways Network
Avon -Otakaro City to Sea River Park
Natural Playground Network
New Wetlands for Water Management
Eco- Sanctuary
International Flat Water Sports Lake
Community Food Growi ng Network
New Brighton Revital isation
Eastern Recreation & Sports Centre
Legacy Hot Saltwater Pool Complex
Riverside Herti age Garden Park
Mahinga Kai Exemplar
Fitness Circuit
Wh ite Water Kayak & Rafting Course
Philli pstown Community Hub
Coastal Eco-Village
Dune lBoardwa lk
lower Avon Heritage Trail
Family Swimming Lake
Avon side Amphitheatre
Wave Garden
Cable Wake Board Park
Rebuilt Pleasant Point Yacht Club
Riverside Cafes
Aqu arium at New Brighton
Camellia and Rh ododendron Grove
Rest ored Bromley, Cemetries
Places of Tranquillity
Tree Top Cafe & Walkways
Eden NZ Project
Linwood College & Aquatic Facility
Campervan Park & Recreation Cam p
Godwit l odge
Aranui Community College
Barkerton (Dog) Park
Port -to-Pier
Co-Loca ted Single Sex Secondary Schools
Bromley Hills
29
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68
Medium Density Village for Shirley
1. 25km Rat Water Sport s Lake
Rapanui Bridge
Blue- ing the Red Zone
Shore to Shore Promenade
Avon Aviation Park

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree

Level of Comrnunity Support
Num bers are of parl.lcipanls providing feedback all the proposal

Fig 6: level of Community Support by Proposal
These results were obtained by assigning a value between 2 and -2 for the agreement options then
averaging the scores for the proposal sample.
Evo::S pace Ploposal Ana lysis. Image by EaSieln Vi Sion
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Site Selection

Strong Vision wi Strong Community Support
Riverfront Cafe:

\Vater Recreation

Weak Vision

wi Strong Community Support

Weak Vision wi Weak Community Support
or Nothing Proposed
Gulturalliarden

Eden NZ
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Water Management

The diagram above evaluates presented design proposals by
neighborhood. ranking the space use based on strength of the idea
and community support. From this, asite was chosen that contained
multiple neighborhoods with many ideas that ranged in support and
viSion. Strong ideas could start to create aframework and direction
for the vision of the site. while areas weak or lacking in vision would
allow for greater design creativity,
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Case Studies
After examining the analysis provided by Eastern Vision , it was
discovered that many ideas had overlapping programmatic themes .
Six key themes were extracted from this data . and corresponding ca se
studies were evaluated.

Pedestrian Circulation
Liupanshui Minghu Wetland Park
An ecological restoration project with the goal of slowing down storm in alocal river ecosystem, thisproj
ect used the architecture of the pedestrian path to mimic its ecological goals in the social stratosphere.
The winding boardwalk slows the movement of people, encouraging interaction with the landscape and
with one another.

Water Recreation
Los Angeles River Revitalization
The transformation of the los Angeles River from aconcrete canal to arestored ecological asset gave
opporlunity to allow for interaction with the water. pulling people down to the water's edge and allowing
space for boat put-ins and other water recreation.

Ecological Restoration
Blue Heron Lagoon
This project reestablished fish habitat in the Detroit River at Belle Isle Park be reconnecting the island's
lagoon with the river's mouth. This not only allowed ahabitat for fish spawning,but also resulted in a
peninsula for reptiles and amphibians.

20

Urban Development
San Antonio River Walk
San Antonio has integrated the San Antonio river to be avital part or their urban rabric.pulling people to
water's edge and acting as acenterpiece ror city activity

Playground Network
Beacon Mountain Playground
This playscape is unique in that it is ecologically oriented.playing off the topography or the site to
create asystem or climbable spaces that seamlessly melds children with their environment and gives
opportunity to learn and play

Community Agriculture
West Oakland Urban Farm and Park
Transrorming an abandoned Site to an urban farm and community park.this project used community
driven design to create apublic asset for local reSidents that is also able to double as aplace for
outdoor recreation.
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Issue of Connection
The red-zone is made up of about ten disconnected neighborhoods
Currently, an opportunity stands to transform the river and the red
zone from abuffer to athreading piece of fabric between the suburbs
north and south of the river as well as between the city to the west
and the sea to the east. The diagram below begins to outline these
neighborhoods and how tQered-zone is silting within this sub ~ rban
fabric and connecting to t~e city and the sea,
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Site Connections
Avondale Red-Zone

•
•
•

This neighborhood suffered high amounts of
infrastructure damage due to soli liquefaction.
Road connections to the surrounding suburbs
eXists for automobiles. but no connections for
pedestrians exist.

Aranui Red-Zone • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Although only asmall portion of the neighborhood
was damaged. the area as awhole suffered major
damage. The neighborhood has alow socio-economic
status. and looting has become aproblem . Activity
increase is needed to increase human interaction.
thus lowering crime.

Bexley Red-Zone. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Bexley is ahigh risk flood zone. Because of this. soil
liquefaction was ahu ge problem during the earthquakes and
caused major damage. The city realizes this and is already
proposing to transform this space back to its natural wetland
state.

• Cockayne Reserve
This habitat reserve was destroyed following the
earthquakes. as the small habitat was not enough
to hand le the extreme flood . Increase connection to
surrounding habitat is necessary.

Rawhiti Red-Zone

Bridge Concept A
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Connection Concept
Alack of connection between the different red-zoned sites led to a
concept that is simply ariver walk. Bridging architecture could be
threaded through the site and even the red -zone as awhole. This
system would not only create asystem of pedestrian connection
that could connect north and south and city to sea. but also become
architecture that gives the space an identity and image. The bridge
concepts below and to the right abstract the story of MauL Like he
pulled the land out of the sea. the bridges use reeling structural
systems that pull the bridge·s walking surface out of the ground

Riverfront Soil Evolution
The site runs along the Avon River, which was in an already
degraded condition , Following the earthquake , the ground lique
fied , causing the earlh to settle and fal l to alevel below that of
the river. '[his worsened the impact on the residences that were
already sitting in afloodplain
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Soil before earthquake

Earthquake liquefies soil
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Soil after earthquake

Effects 0nth eLan dfo rm
The diagram below illustrates what this settling soil did to the
land surounding the river as awhole .

Landform before earthquake

Landform after earthquake
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Site Flooding
The rendering below gives a3D visulaization of the extent of the
river's flooding during a100-year storm .
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Addressing the River
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Vertical Resistance
Implementation not only defines river's edge to prevent lateral spread .
but also defines the edge of the park or urban space on the other side .
Enclosure is held at the human scale while stili connecting to the water's
edge

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Branches and Flood Channels
Allowing the river to naturally flood the spaces it wants to flood in
acontrolled manner can be used to create valuable natural areas while
carrying away water in extreme conditions.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• Dikes
Dikes can be reprofiled and reprogrammed to be used as path networks
that pull visitors along the river's edge . easily linking people to both their
city and their landscape
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Mounds
Mounds can be used in agricultural settings to allowing acontrolled
amount of flood-water to fill production areas .

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Steps
Terracing down to the river provides opportunity to adapt to the river's
changing water levels while ate the same time providing human access .
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Submergible Plantings
Riparian plantings can be used to both handle flood waters and
enhance the aesthetic of the river's edge
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Final Concept
This axonometric concept drawing combines the concepts drawn
from the programatic, connection , and ecologic analysis Visitors
experience ariver walk that pulls them through different lones,
ranging from social and urban in nature to habitiat-focused,
Different flood mitigation techniques are implemented to begin
restoring the form and ecology of the river.

Goals and Objectives:
Restore the ecology of an already degraded Avon River
·Placement of structural and natural systems that battle topography change and lateral spread occurring along the river's edge,
·Program placement based on ecological foundations to create continuously functioning social spaces
Design asocially active core for Christchurch's eastern suburbs
·Provide opportunities for recreation on both water and land.
·Allow for interaction with the site 's ecology to increase knowledge and ownership of the land.
Connect the people of Christchurch to the siteand to one another.
·Provide unbroken pedestrian and automobile connections,
·Use architecture to create an identity that binds the site's varying program.
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Riverfront Plaza
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Master Plan

Cockayne Reserve

Sculpture Garden

Urban Development

at / Water Management
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AVariety of Spaces
These perspective begin to illustrate the human experience as one
travels through the designed master plan .
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Program Concept

Double Twist
The joining together of
two people or two cultures
for eternity.
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Form i:oncept
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Playground Concept
Zooming in to ite level. design was examined through both a
programmatic and
logical lens. This was then flitered through a
cultural lens. finding in iration in Maori design symbology .
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Fish Hook

Whale Fin

Koru (spiral)

Single Twist

Asymbol for strength and
prosperity

Asymbol for family lowe .
playfulness . harmony . and
friendship

Asymbol for unity .
growth . and new
beginnings

The journey of life and the
symbol of eternity.
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CD
CD

Connection Off-Site
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Riparian Garden

Ha-ha
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Avon River

®
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®

Playground

CD Open Plaza
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Flood Management
Garden / Water Retention
Open Lawn
Raised Lawn and Seating

@
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Seating
Interactive Art
Garden Space
Water Feature
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Playground Schematic Design
The final design refines the forms from the concept drawing shown
on the previous page, pulling visitors through aplayground that
attracts exploration into avariety of spaces,

CD
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Playground Axon View

In addressing the river, the playground has carefully been laid
land. Water will be allowed to rise and fall without interfering
site, only interacting with it.
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Playground- Normal Water Levels

Conclusion
In conclusion . this project activates anew green core for Christchurch's
eastern suburbs. Through careful and conscious design, the ecology of
adegraded Avon River can begin to be restored. Through the placement
of structural and natural systems. this designs battles the topography
change and lateral spread occurring along the river's edge. Moreover.
program placement based on ecological foundations creates continuously
functioning social spaces. The spaces provide opportunities for recreation
on both water and land. as well as allowing for interaction with the site's
ecology to increase knowledge and ownership of the land. This interaction
is allolVed through athreading of unbroken pedestrian and automobile
connections that use architecture to create anIdentity that binds the
site's varyingprogram.
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Playground- 2DD-Year Flood

Appendix A: Neighborhoods

Neighborhood Area: 486 acres
Red Zone Area: ~61 acres
Notes: The red-zoned area follows the rivers. athread between
Avesbury Park to the south and Richmond park to the north.

Neighborhood Area: 326 acres
Red Zone Area: ~119 acres
Notes: Avonside is the second-oldest neighborhood in Christ
church. The neighborhood takes its name from the area's church.
Holy Trinity Avonside. The church was destroyed following the
earthquakes.

Neighborhood Area: 326 acres
Red Zone Area ~153 acres
Notes: n/a
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Neighborhood Area: 390 acres
Red Zone Area ~169 acres
Notes: Red zone is almost completely surrounded by ecological
features . with the Avon River to the southeast and Horseshoe Lake
Reserve to the north.

Neighborhood Area 485 acres
Red Zone Area ~128 acres
Notes This neighborhood suffered high amounts 01 infrastructure
damage due to soil liquefaction.

Neighborhood Area: 300 acres
Red Zone Area ~132 acres
Notes: Named alter Travis Wetland. on the neighborhood's north
ern border. The wetland is an ecological restoration program
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Neighborhood Area: 591 acres
Red Zone Area: ~90 acres
Notes: n/a

Neighborhood Area : 379 acres
Red Zone Area: ~30 acres
Notes: Although only asmall portion of the neighborhood was
damaged. the area as awhole suffered major damage The neigh
borhood has alow socio-economic status . and looting has become
aproblem.

Neighborhood Area : 618 acres
Red Zone Area ~ 125 acres
Notes: Bexley is ahigh risk flood zone. Because of this. soilliq
uefaction was ahuge problem during the earthquakes and caused
major damage.
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Neighborhood Area 369 acres
Red Zone Area: ~ 6 acres
Notes: Only asmall area here has been red zoned. and because of
this the government has been slow to reconstruct this neighbor
hood . The neighborhood is filled with recreational opportunities
for activity
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